Efficacy of auxiliary partial orthotopic liver transplantation for cure of hemophilia in a canine hemophilia A model.
Metabolic liver disease can be cured by orthotopic liver transplantation. Some successful cases of whole or partial liver transplantation have been reported. Because liver function in these recipients is normal save for the production of the responsive metabolic factor, auxiliary partial orthotopic liver transplantation (APOLT) may produce a benefit. However, no experimental model of APOLT for metabolic liver diseases has been reported. We established a canine APOLT model to evaluate the clinical feasibility and efficacy of APOLT to cure hemophilia. The donor normal beagle dog was used to establish an APOLT model. A left lobe partial liver graft taken from the donor was orthotopically transplanted to the recipient after resection of the native left lobe preserving the native right lobe. Recipients showed no atrophy and comparable blood flow in both the graft and the native liver at the time of exploration after APOLT. Thus, APOLT was performed from a normal donor to a recipient with hemophilia A. In this recipient, blood factor VIII activity markedly increased after APOLT and was maintained for 7 weeks. No episode of bleeding was seen during the observation. In conclusion, a canine APOLT model was successfully established as evidenced by sustained production of factor VIII in a hemophilia recipient. These findings suggest the clinical feasibility and efficacy of APOLT for metabolic liver diseases.